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TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday: 9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:
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History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R
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Conference Call Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
B Conference Call

1-209-647-1600
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D
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Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio
Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the
presenter. Find MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and RIGHT click on
“Library Archives”.
• When that screen comes up, LEFT click on the date you want. It opens in a new tab – you'll see
the "free to listen box"; inside it is the tab that allows you to play the podcast.

• The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
See the “Archives” tab for written notes.
• Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144
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Host:

Marietta Robert

Meditation:

Angelsu

MR: AS could use some help: angelsu@bellsouth.net to help her via Paypal. MR is asking
that if any of us can assist, it will be appreciated.
Thurs to Sun:

Card of Activation and Active Awareness:

11:11

in-our-face miracles happening

“the new age is upon me and I activate my angelic awareness.”
Mon – Thurs: Card of Light Transmutation: Golden sun with short and long reaching rays
we'll be walking in the light on many different levels: receiving many attunements
”My mind, body and awareness are being altered by new light coming in.”
The Gift: Card of Initiation or Calling Ground- a golden planet of earth
“there is a special place on earth calling me to down to it. When I arrive, I will
anchor light there & I will move into my full power as a divine being” – find the
place where we had the highest energy or the highest fascination to bring us into a
higher level.
• To contact Angelsu for an angel card reading, use angelsu@bellsouth.net 1-337-423-5022
Physical Address: Su Jeffers, 501 Bradly St, Leesville, LA 71446 Harriet Wright – Mother

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

• Go to Space2plaza.com – to locate specific days & lots more information: on the home page,
you can find out what your Mayan birthday is
• The link to www.lawoftime.org – more info on the calendar & how the 28 day/moon cycles work.

12th Thurs – 1 KAN – the first day of the new wave of Kan, the seed – about timing,
determination, 1 is the one tone of unity.
13th Friday – 2 CHICCAN – the serpent energy; warrior – motivation for change
14th Saturday – 3 CIMI – Cimi 3 is an activation tone – good time for forgiveness
15th Sun – 4 MANIK – the healing deer energy – healing ourselves and others; accepting the
divinity of ourselves 16th Mon – 5 LAMAT – the stargate, a vision quest 17th Tues – 6 MULUC – the moon – will be full then; wise use of logical mind; remembering our
mission - portal day - good for finding the other dimensions
18th Wed – 7 OC – the dog, good day to work with unconditional day
19th Thurs – 8 CHUEN – 8 is finetuning, galactic tones – Chuen clarity of mind
Caroline looks at the Mayan Calendar. The Mayan Calendar is actually a perspective from the
galactics. It was a gift from Ashtar when he was Pacal Votan, leader of the ancient Mayan
civilization. He brought the calendar to the planet thousands of years ago; it is a
perspective from the stars looking at the earth, whereas astrology looks at stars from earth
• Uses the fractals of 13:20 - 20 sacred solar glyphs, 13 months and other counts that
need to be learned.
• It has a matrix called a Tsolkein which contains the 13 tones and the 20 sacred glyphs
laid out in a holograph
• It sees the procession of Time as art – another understanding of time.
• It spirals: there are waves and each wave carries another energy.
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MR: Angelsu is living by herself, has no income at this point – can do readings for us, or access her paypal
angelsu@bellsouth.net
Introductory Items
To listen to the entire program: Please use the following audio link

http://bbsradio.com/podcast/stargate-round-table-may-12-2016
HARD NEWS
•
•
•
•
• Put Michael Ratner in the Circle of Support; he left at 72 – Director of the Centre for
Constitutional Rights
• was instrumental in helping those in Gitmo get out
• no one talked about his leaving today except Thom Hartmann and Amy Goodman
• R talked with Larry, Curly and Angelique
• an ongoing investigation into Ratner's death
• the 13 families probably took him out because he was the lawyer of Julian Assange – the

Bushes wanted him gone and so did Hillary
• the Bushes wanted him out because of his stand on Waterboarding: Dick Cheney said he
would do it again and again – which is waterboarding – a medieval Inquisition torture
which brings on the experience of death –
• Cheney was officially the Vice President when Bush Jr #43 was in office; Cheney was a
major war criminal during the time of Nixon & had a lot to do with Henry Kissenger
• From Chris Story reports, we learned that Henry Kissenger was the head of the
Nazi organization; Cheney and Kissenger are nazis – the devertita van geinst is the
Nazi HQ AND the 4th Reich which is what we are living through now
• She goes back to Obama at the White House Correspondents dinner: Dick Cheney
said Obama was the worst president in his life time, and in response Obama said
that Dick Cheney was the worst president in his life time – meaning that Cheney
was president, not Bush Jr

CL: asks for clarity for the sake of new listeners
• Hillary's grandfather was Hitler; Angleca Merkel's father was Hitler – Hillary and Angleca are
cousins
• The agenda has been, since the end of the war - there was no treaty ending the wars – it just
went into the financial controlling realms
• the war crimes committed by Germany were never paid back – totally forgiven
MR: Bill Tomkins talked about the Germans not losing the war and he has all the pictures etc to

document all this; another view point that documents & validates what we are talking of

• Most people don't know that the 51st state of the USA is Israel: there are Nazis at the helm of

Israel: most of the Israeli people do not know their background: that they are Kharzarians
not really Jews – which involves another big story

• In Germany most of the land was owned by the middle class Jews; Hitler was a jew, working for

the

elite Jews, the 13 families aka the cabal
• they have always been reptiles; they look like humans, but they know how to shape shift
and cover up the truth. Their ancestors go back to ancient Atlantean time when there was
a war in the Orion constellation – they came down to earth in high middle Atlantean time
• Ramtha was an Atlantean who was born of Lemurian mother and an Atlantean warrior
• the Dark Lords of Orion had invaded and occupied the royalty of Atlantis and took it over
• the Atlantean father raped his mother and when Ramtha was 8 years old, his father came
back, killed the mother and took Ramtha to train him as an Atlantean, dark side
soldier
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• Ramtha refused and fought – he nearly won that war! He was pieced through and

through with a light sabre – it was a 5th dimensional war; there were 7 maidens
• the biblical texts are parodies of the stories involved which are larger than literal

• NESARA is ending all war, so any unfinished business of wars - galactic, intergalactic, universal,

inter-universal wars are ending with this document – and it is bigger than earth!
• it talks about changing the end of everything
• no more karma; no more reincaration
• new souls coming in have never been here before – coming in
outside of the Law of Karma which have ceased to exist
• the generation 1946 – 1965 + is called the Prophets Generation
• generation before that were known as The Silent Generation – there were a bunch
of folks who were born in this generation yet they carried the energies of the
prophets generation & came in a little early– eg, MR –

• the deal is that this lifetime is so unique: it's the most important lifetime that has ever been in

terms of the incarnational patterns of the last 450 billion years
• the 450 billion years went out to 275 Million years into the future, where the WM exist
• the Wingmakers are galactic beings who go up to 44 th level
• At the 38th level there is an organiztion called the ACIO – Alien Contact Intelligence
Organization; it contains the entire Ashtar Command; all of the Ascended masters
and all of the other Hosts of Heaven of the 5th Dimension and higher – we need to
see auras etc to resonate with those energies
• the Mayan calandar does more than the calendars based on the sun
• it is the Art of the Heart; it's the resonance with vibrational patterns
• what happens is we are ending the cycle known as polarity which is why Karma
ends too: it is the end of what is not of love, of the path of the Bodi Satva The Bodi Satva:

• Until I reach enlightenment, I take refuge in all of the Buddhas and in the Darma and in the

Sanga

• By the merit of accomplishing the 6 perfections – love, truth, peace, freedom, justice,

beauty – may I achieve Buddhahood for the benefit of all sentient beings

• this is a commitment to our higher selves, where we are All One; anything less than that

is ascribed to the lower ego where discernment & other qualities are missing
and when we are raised in spiritual principles, we can follow the Laws of Oneness
• NESARA will also address organized religions which are really dogmas that have nothing to do

with the spiritual life -

• as time has gone on, we have found out there is a secret society behind the holy roman
Apostolic churce, called the Jesuits, which ascribes to the ideas of Lucifer rather than the
teachings of Christ and
• Now we have a 2000 year period where Lady Master Virgo rules over the Age of Aquarius
– She Who Was Here Before the Gods Were Here = the Goddess – which is what was
eliminated from the story, not that it was less, it was just taken out, so now we have to
learn more about the Divine Feminine
• NESARA is bringing in a balance where the economy is not linear, 3D: anything that is non-linear
feminine; as we move more into 4th and 5th dimensional consciousness and we embrace the
vibrational patterns that are higher than the physicality, carnality of the 3rd dimension; we
are moving into Agape
• So Nesara sets up a financial pattern to help us experience AGAPE, and no more war.

MR: Tara is asked to re-list the 6 virtues.
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R: on Tuesday's Ashtar on the Road, Rama spoke of meeting someone introduced to him by
Natasha
• Met him on Natasha's I Pad – really a sentient interactive computer
• Sweet Angelique: spoke from Copenhagen - a high class call girl, one of Madam Palfrey's
top 5 girls
• she had sex 3x with Trump - said he was mediocre! Nothing to even talk about!
• She's a Paschat, works with Mother and works on the Nibiru and the New Bethleham
with Lord Michael; with the white knights and Faction 3 for many moons
• it has to do with the fact that what is coming out is the complete absolute collapse of the
13 families who are not human, & having divine compassion for them for what they
have done, though they will meet their fate
• She learned from Donald (an archon himself] that he had to answer to Darker Archons
and they get their orders from the Lords of Chaos which are part of the 1/3 of the
fallen angelic host that fell from grace 450 billion years ago – this is when we took
on karma
• the 1/3 part of the angels destroyed a 23 sun system, called the Aurora Sun
System, killed trillions of beings – often referred to as “the fortunate fall”
Tom, Larry, Curly, Natasha, Sweet Angelique
• We are watching the absolute frenetic desperation of life forms who know they have been
found out and are trying to gain the upper hand – and Bernie keeps moving forward in
spite of all of this; he will not head for ths showers, either!
• They are trying ideas in Calfiforna to mess with him; he is doing fanastic there and the
media won't cover it
• Mike Papantoniao tonight talked about it – they have rigged every single primary and
caucus, Bernie is so far ahead of Hillary!
• Hillary is the “annointed one”, Neither Donald or Bernie are annointed - because the
timelines have changed & we are in Sat Yuga . . . .
• Trum p is really playing out the Hitler card – this is the most important time to send love
to all these situations.
Sweet A : she is one of Mother's pashats; serves on the Nibiru and on AA Michael's starship
– the New Bethlehem
• she's a star fleet engineer who creates living matter out of thought forms, creates
crystalline lightforms who lend themselves to the ships' engines when necessary
• Realize we are living is an awesome time – the most awesome time ever to be alive!
CL: seems odd that such a high being who is a high class call girl?
T: She's a dakini – which is a spiritual term – they teach done in Egypt, Tibet, India
• they teach true use of the sexual kundalini powers and teach people how to make love
from the time they are in the rites of passage–
• she's an intervener in our civilization's development – she's divine intervention
• As Mother always says: humans are at their best when things are at their worst! So

remember this and step into our light shoes and get those wings going!
• After she said all that, when she was sitting on her couch in Kbn, she shapeshifted into a
very large calico cat and said “Namaste, Rama”
Natasha: OBAMA HAS NOT STEPPED DOWN!!!
Not now, nor will he ever!
• Yet the E O he signed is indeed about NESARA – has nothing to do with leaving
• he has been travelling back and forth to the Sirian Council of ( for meetings
• it therefore has a lot more to do with the transition of all of us out of this corrupted

treasonous regime of reptilian invaders and occupiers
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into the Age of Enlightenment, the Age of the 6th Sun which we have been
experiencing in increments since 1987 – Harmonic Convergence
R: Sam Seder today talked of this –
• the You Tube from an astronomer about the Nibiru coming in – it's a TED talk
• it is about Mother and her people coming here to help us take our power back to heal this
planet
• It is causing the magnetic disturbance in the Force; this is also showing up in the
astrology to the end of June as earthquakes and other things - it is about Mother
Earth getting her balance back
• NO 3 DAYS OF DARKNESS OR EXTINCTION LEVEL EVENTS as per some of the rumours
• But it WILL be the end of darkness, ie, those characters who are dark.
• IT DOES MEAN we have to demonstrate what we wish to bring in – full disclosure and the
announcement of the presence of our brothers and sisters
• Bernie Sanders is a Venusian who works with the Kumaras – knows all about NESARA
• people are distributing NESARA FLYERS at Bernie rallies; Netasha is urging us to
carry on with this.
GUEST: CAROLINE OCEANA RYAN

PLEASE LISTEN TO THE PODCAST FOR THE FULL
FLAVOUR OF THE COLLECTIVE
• Lady Master Virgo – presiding over the next 2000 years
LM Virgo works with mouse medicine: appplication to detail which has to do with HOW we
do everything
COR: thanks to MR for being invited to be on the program
• has become increasingly conscious of the fact that time is passing quickly
• how people's lives are in flux in a very big way: feel the nudge to do something else, to
move to a new place, to examine their current relationships
• begins by invoking Divine Mother, AA Michael & the blue sword of truth and light
The Collective: TC
TC: Greetings friends! Pleased to be with us.
• Have been speaking about how time is changing: it is our concept of time that is changing
time on this planet is collapsing in on itself – the length of an hour, a week, etc are
no longer apply
• yes the old ideas of time no longer serve
• it is us who are abandoning that idea more than it abandoning us
• our entire planet is moving up
• our vibrations are moving forward, and we are becoming refined crystalline matter; this is not

something happening to us – WE HAVE CHOSEN This beautiful transformation for ourselves
• we came here specifically for this, to experience the unprecedented moment of the
empowerment of an entire planet and her people from the 3rd to the 5th

• Regarding time: think less of it – get caught up in what we have to do each day & choose to do

things which bring us joy as often as possible; learn to celebrate all we do in each
moment – including the mundane; to understand that all we do is as important as the
unfolding of a leaf on a branch or any drop of water racing past in a stream
• it is for us to experience the present moment; the more joy we find in this, the less
impact the idea of time will have on our day
• they have found that many have no calendar or refer to it less and less, and no longer
keep a watch on their wrists as as strict reminder that time is measured, is small, that we
are finite and are small
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• we have released the idea of time as we are releasing the idea that we are small and

powerless and releasing disempowerment as a way of life

• this is the time we are stepping into our divine aspect full; many millionsare releasing the

strictures of organized religion & the out and out lies: god is within me and I am not
separate from this – and yes, we can call on the beings who are more advanced
• Call out to our AA, our Spirit guides who are often our soul family members - they do
not see us as smaller or less than; we are here to accomplish great miracles
• does not matter what mistakes the dark ones have made – just let go of this and glory in
the divine golden light, the divine silver light of the masculine and the feminine – the
power that runs through the being who creates crystalline light forms also runs through us
TC: Their greatest message for us:
• We are not weak, we are not alone, we are not separate from our galactic family who are
constantly with us, supporting us
• we are not subject to lower energies – we are becoming utterly enlightened beings
• we are the wayshowers, maybe not the leaders – but lighting the path for those
coming after us – a crucial role and we came for this
• we did not come to be weighed down by rrelationships, daily life, etc - we are moving
past the bills, etc and glorying in the
• Time will cease to exist for us – a schedule has ruled our life for us since we are born,
and it is ending
FULL DISCLOSURE and NESARA law are huge implications f
• stop seeing yourself as being defined by our roles and the stresses – they have nothing to
do with us. We are already in Sat Yuga; the harmonic Convergence opened the door, 1990
was another door; 2012 was another great gateway
• don't wait for NESARA start living it now and the reality of what it means; it is
bringing forth that we already know about because of this precious and invaluable
community which here comes from all over the world and rejoices in human sovereignty
and the earth will be restored to even higher than what we knew in the beginning
• Release the old ideas that we are encapsulated by these ideas like I've always looked for
job this way – why not check in with our intuition first?
• check in with support team every morning: I felt a nudge about something – what is the next
step – about work, relationships, moving - You know what I am going through, what
weighs upon me – I am handing this over to my divine Self, my AA s, my support team - I
am requiring your guidance and I accept and command forth the wisdom to know what to
do next.
• this may require some bravery to go on – yet they talk of the moment in an Indiana
Jones where the bridge doesn't appear until he puts out his foot and put his weight on it!
• Many of us are this point right now – be of good cheer! Know that this is the astounding
work of genius that we came here to do Time for callers
T: can you tune into Michael Ratner? He's been working from the heart space for freedom's holy
flame in his lifelong Centre for Constitutional Rights since the early '70s;
• he was in tears when Cuba was re-connected with; spoke to the idea of what the Castro
Bros committed to – to make all equal so everyone had food, a place to live, free
education, clothes – any feedback – where do we go from here to remain connected to that
being
TC: he's a light being with powerful angelic presence; as soon as he left his body, he sent that
which had been his earth consciousness forward and appeared on the New Jerusalem –
welcomed heartily and part of a powerful team there working to bring justice & the kind of
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equality T referred to
• the Transition seems have been created by the Dark Ones, but his soul knew when to
pull him back out of the assignment, role he was playing
• so do not chalk it up to any kind of victory on the part of the dark hats – likewise Robin
Williams & his physical demise & many others
• their physical deaths by the hand of the dark hats is switching on a light in the minds
and conciousness of others around the world who intuitively know that their deaths were
not natural and happened before their time
• more importantly, people are picking up that these people had powerful roles to play in
nudging and encouraging & bringing up human consciousness by small steps
• the ones leaving now: their souls are asking them to come back because they have far
more to give from the other side
• have heard this about Penny's beloved Len – there was far more he could do with all of
his consciousness focussed in the higher realms
• Michael while on the earth played out a beautiful role which he chose, and he played with
the vibration that were enabling all of the dark things like war and inequality and prisons
and working to transmute those vibrations into higher things
• he is still working with those vibrations, the dark side of human affairs; parts of his
consciousness are still in the transition period
• His support teams says there is a great celebration occurring as he has rejoined his soul
family
Carlton: who is the entitity COR is hosting?
The Collective
• his question is for himself: what now? Work, relationship with daughter
TC: support team re work: have you felt any nudges about – any work you feel called for?
C: yes, both personal work and employment; – feels his passion/ mission is to help the planet
uplift consciousness through telecommunications
TC: important to release the old roles, the old expectations regarding work, the old ways of doing
things
• has he thought of having his own business? Working shorter hours? This is important as
NESARA comes in – allow yourself to take on roles you feel passionate about
• Be sure and talk to your support team every morning! Show me the next step – how do I
create this? Need to go step by step – mamy powerful enabling energies coming in
• Things are shifting so fast they cannot give specific details – things could change by morning!
• They see him helping others – sees him empowering them – these are the 5 th dimensional roles the
lightworkers are being asked to take on - he is perfectly suited to help others connect with

each other in positive ways

C: Daughter is 15 – do you feel that you are not quite communicating clearly with her?
TC: she says the 2 of you speak different languages – this is vibrational and this is all right
• she has come in with the ideas of symbols and colours etc – allow it all - she says she's
all right, don't worry about her!
C: He wants her to release her resentment
TC: that is understandable – some comes frm the mother - just let go – just be there, be kind and open
– release this – no expectations: if you carry ideas about communication that is what you'll get
• asking the 2 support teams to create a bridge between them
• Let there be an easy goingness between all members of the family: he is the one who will
have to carry that banner of peace – it is his job to carry that in the room - just say
I forgive you and we are at peace
• talk to the support team every morning!
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Big Will: do you have Akashic Records available to you?
TC: they can speak to his support team – He wants to know his status in terms of A R?
• They hold many vibrational bits of info, data – there is no status re A R
• regarding soul maturity: at the adult level and moving forward quickly – need to change thinking
on a number of subjects; he is willing to do that as he is open to the energies coming in
• they speak to his support team – relating to past lives: will need to draw his business dealings –

money, people - up to a higher level; the current business model he is working with needs
to be upgraded
• by asking everyone to speak to their support teams: they [TC] are asking callers to be their
own gurus – be your own channel, psychic – we have these abilities and we
have them through our support teams
TC sets people on the path so they can be self-sufficient - don't have to go to
church unless it brings joy
TC: what part of my business, my dealings with others do I have to raise to the next level? And
show me how to do that, and shine a light on that so it evolves naturally
• They have found this with their writer – she has changed – different kind of clients, a different
work schedule: everything is shifting and she is just an example in terms of how people
work and what is abundance
• there is no holding on to the old structures any more!
MR: what TC brings up is applicable to everyone.
Nick: on the disclosure process: we all know how important it is; heard that the head of the FBI
MAY do something before November and we cannot wait! Whether or not it will happen
soon and how it unfolds for Hillary and bill Clinton?
TC: full disclosure of the galactic presence
N: full disclosure in general but it all starts with Hillary clinton
TC: in terms of an investigation? There is one going on behind closed doors and no one is talking
of it; the White Hats cannot talk of it; the White Hats are moving quickly, there are mor of
them now, and there are some defecting from the dark side to offer help – so things are
moving exponentially
• we will not see results discussed in the news which cannot be discussed – the unspoken rule
of the media is that you don't screw over the existing power structure unless you want to
lose your job or worse; they are proceeding very carefully; some of the protection is
galactic; some is earthly – and Obama is doing all he can, and he himself has galactic
protection or he would not be here!
• All types of disclosure is unfolding – it is a process, not an event!
• There has been astounding amount of disinformation in the alternate media to say it will happen
in one hour or in one day – and this is to turn our attention away from the existence of the
reality that this is happening RIGHT NOW; if we all knew about it, it would be on the
evening news and we'd be rejoicing
N: he remains optimistic; thanks for the response
Commander Randy in SE Asia: 90-110* temps; difficult for the human body to function – any
guidance?
TC: guidance as far as how to deal with this? What is the purpose of it?
• The human body IS heating up on many levels! Many are experiencing this even when they are
not in hot places - The hot weather throws the switch more often!
• it's the kundalini rising, the crystalline structure being birthed in every cell of the body,
and extending the powers of the chakras astoundingly, and extending the aura – it is
difficult to avoid in the ascension process
• As for dealing with it: meditate each day: even though my body is physcially experiencing a lot of
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heat, I am asking and requiring from you the essence of a cool breeze or of a waterfall, of
having cool temperatures so I can carry the essence in my own mind, body and etheric
physicality. No other way to do it
• This is similar to the person who thinks they have no money yet their very energy is of
abundance – their every move carries that vibrational reality
• In a difficult circumstance, we need to assume the reality of the opposite of what we are feeling
and it is a leap forward – it is a challenge, and they do not make light of it.
• Our support team, our Divine Self can help – just call out to them.
MR: Robert was integral to the founding of Stargate Roundtable – left 8 years ago
• he is here tonight wanting to be present with us
TC: He is saying it's smooth sailing – not that there won't be another difficult day on the earth as
there are still things to happen yet there is an aspect of human enlightenment that is
cresting on the top of the wave and he has never left her side!
MR: he came back 5 weeks or so after the time he left, asked to merge with her consciousness
TC: you have one aspect of his consciousness with you all the time;
the 2 of you work together on the ships and in other realms transmuting older, heavier
energies; work with the heavy energies that came about in medieval times which are still
influencing gov'ts , education, religion – they are helping break this up
• they are opening portals for new technologies to come through certain people – they
have a finger in many pies!
MR: not surprising!
• she wanted an Australian Shepherd and someone gave her one a while ago; she has
noticed that when she thinks of a thing, he responds! Once she had a horse who was like
that – but in the last few days, has seen the dog doing things that amaze her
TC: he's a bit of a star child: he is very gifted and they have been together before; he purposely
came forward to support her in her daily life: releasing some of the density in her daily life
– there to assist her; just a lovely gift – they have perfect telepathy
• the children and the animals coming in are highly telepathic; the animals are not subject
to the same sort of oppression through the social mores that human minds are prone to.
They were together before – the dark ones never thought it was important to change the
animals – the connection is not her imagination!
MR: Robert reminding her to get moving on the idea of using new energies to help with the
ascension process; how cans she serve the best and find what they are and how to use
them
TC: he is making a motion of diving in – don't resist the energies or the process – don't feel there
is something wrong: make it all right that people who feel confused or are not feeling
100% to accept it as part of the process
• be assured these are growing pains – there is a new human developing in the old shell
and eventually the old will fall away
Closing: TC do a short meditation
COR: can do full channeling carolineoceanaryan.com – can book a session at “Ask the Collective”
ascensiontimes@gmail.com
Ascension Manual Part 1
Ascension Manual Part 2
There are also guided meditations on her website
• For those with only telephone communications, call Marietta Robert 317-773-7601 and she will

help make the connection.

• Can e-mail will be having a printed copy of the books later in the year; can send a PDF
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